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7008 PANEL
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7100 ORLY
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9303 ANTARES
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9304 EPSYLON
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7040 KANSAS
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7113 HIKER

The pocket goes on the right chest, the left side remains clear. Also on
the technical specification pages (248).
The pocket goes on the right chest, the left side remains clear. Also on the
technical specification pages (248).
The colour combination 7855 does not exist. Needs to include the
miniature with the colour code 78 (The garment with the front in white
colour and the mesh in rosette).
The picture with miniature in red colour (60) is missing.
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0350 ANDRE

The pack is 1 pc and the carton has 50 pcs.

Sublima collection, oversize and all
miniatures in the technical
specifications.
Pág. 136
6648-6595 SHANGHAI
y 137
& SHANGHAI WOMAN
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0315 OLIMPO

In the miniature PURPLE, the correct reference is 71. It appears as 63
purple.
The drawing of the box in size M is wrong and there is a pack drawing.

The miniature shows removable label when it should be adhesive label

Colour codes are wrong. There are not combination with pearl grey (108)
but with dark lead (46)
The colour code of green has changed to (26) green apple.
The colour remains the same; it has only changed the code.
There is no children size in colour black.
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1205 POINTER CHILD
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1070 CLASICA

The correct nr of pcs per carton is 30.
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1087 CAPUCHA

The correct nr of pcs per carton is 30.
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6564 BABY
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6532 BELICE
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7200 HONEY
1087 CAPUCHA
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6725 ARMOUR

Sizes 6 months to 18 months have brackets.
Size 2 Yr has no brackets.
Composition has been modified to 94% combed cotton / 6% elastane,
single jersey, 200 gsm.
The icon shows removable label when it should be satin label
Draw cords shown in the picture are not correct, these should be round.
(it is updated in the web).
Composition shown in the catalogue is noL correct. Correct is 80%
polyester, 20% cotton, 200 gsm twill fabric.

